
This powerful custom BetaZi tool enables your engineering team to:
 ▪ Set reliable budget forecasts on-demand with the range of uncertainty clearly defined
 ▪ Audit and monitor probable lease revenues vs. payments received
 ▪ Properly value undrilled acreage for maximum lease rates and valuations 

 

“Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.” – Albert Einstein 
 

bzOnSite™ is fully-egalitarian with regard to data input; it will pull data from any source you currently use and export the results 
to the program of your choice for economic modeling and evaluation. High-tech solutions should be simple, in our opinion. 
 
There is a clear role for BetaZi in regulatory agencies charged with oversight of O&G reporting. bzOnSite™ can provide 
internally-transparent intelligence for these watchdog entities.

BetaZi brings the power of state-of-the-art predictive analytics to oil and gas production forecasting. Using monthly oil, gas 
and water production volumes, BetaZi automatically forecasts future hydrocarbon production by finding a million possible 
scenarios which explain the data. Starting from first principles, BetaZi works both physics and learned experience into its 
solutions with a combination of fluid flow equations and statistical models calibrated on thousands of wells. The model 
doesn’t get confused by messy, aggregated production data complicated by multiple shut-ins, stimulations and missing 
data. It requires no human intervention, which means that no human bias is introduced.  
 
It is Repeatable and Reliable.
It Is Fast: Tens of thousands of wells can be run overnight.
It Is Flexible: Multiple users can get the same, accurate results.

Leverage the Newest Science for the Benefit of Your Company, Country, or Agency with bzOnSite™,  
a custom BetaZi solution.

NOCs and IOCs need a tool for secure, reliable intelligence on oil & gas production. 
bzOnSite™ was built to provide these forecasts. BetaZi™ can install bzOnSite™ into 
your secure environment for protection of your proprietary data.

BetaZi™ provides state-of-the-art production oil and gas forecasting solutions based on Physics-Based™ Predictive Analytics. BetaZi™ solutions give producers, 
investors and lenders meaningful, actionable intelligence. Since 2012, we have modeled over a million wells with our cutting-edge technology and provided 
decision-makers both in the field and the board room accurate and insightful production forecasts. 

Physics-Based™ 
Predictive Analytics 

for Oil & Gas

bzOnSite™
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